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From the Rabbi

Most often attributed to Yogi Berra is the truism: “It’s tough to
make predictions, especially about the future.” As I write for the current
issue of The Prophet magazine in the very first days of widespread
quarantine measures in order to slow the spread of COVID-19, there
is much uncertainty and anxiety. We have cancelled many upcoming
synagogue and community events, shifted our worship, schools, and
meetings to online platforms, delayed life-cycle celebrations and more — and those are just the
direct impacts on our synagogue programming. Schools and colleges are in an extended, unplanned
break. Many have been told by employers to work from home, where that even is a possibility. And
the effects on virtually every aspect of our local, state, and national systems is as-yet unknown.
However, I would like to make one prediction about the next several months and beyond,
despite Mr. Berra’s caution. I am confident that we are entering into a period of increased personal,
communal, and national sacrifice. While there will be much pain and loss associated with this period,
the idea of sacrifice is not necessarily as negative as we have viewed it in the modern lexicon.
In its most ancient of terms, sacrifice is familiar through our Jewish context — particularly as
during Spring, we are reading the cycle of Torah portions from the Book of Leviticus. Often referred to
as the “Torah of Yucky Things,” Leviticus describes in great detail the system by which our ancestors
sought to approach God in the various moments, regular and singular, that they saw the sacrifice
of an animal, agricultural product, or other item of value as the best way to make things right. A
sacrifice entails giving up something that you value, or a portion thereof, in order to get things
balanced in the universe. We are making many such sacrifices right now — from delayed vacations
and simchas to financial losses through shuttered businesses or cancelled contracts and grave
disappointments resulting from cancelled plans of every kind. The hope of the ancient sacrifice was
that the loss incurred through immediate sacrifice would yield an even greater gain in time — and
we can be hopeful of similar restoration down the line for us.
In the wake of every major societal crisis, from the Great Depression to World War II and the
attacks of 9/11, a mood of national sacrifice has animated our country and others. It is the sense
that when we find ourselves at our most vulnerable, when our common human frailty is laid bare
before us, we will rise in a communitarian spirit of sacrifice, linking arms together. Unifying banners
over highways, Victory Gardens, bi-partisan social safety net legislation — all of these are examples
of past response. It is too early to tell if this will be the case today, but I suspect it will. I believe that
our sense of being dependent upon one another will yet have a strengthening effect on the fabric
of our society. Our response to quarantine? Check in with your neighbors, especially the elderly
and isolated; inquire what might be done to help others. It might just be the improving Spring
weather, but I have seen exponentially more folks walking the trails of my neighborhood just in
recent days, and with our eyes torn away from the ever-present screens that dominate our lives, we
can genuinely greet one another — albeit with the “social distancing” we have been told to observe.
One aspect of belonging in community (one that is exemplified by being part of our Temple Isaiah
family) is the willingness to pitch in when required, as well as the ability to seek and ask for help in
times of need. My additional prediction about the future in this time of anxiety and uncertainty is
that we will get through this period together — and only together. We need each other in times of
stress even more than in times of calm waters. Please pay attention to the communications we will
be putting out through Temple Isaiah’s email, Facebook, and other means of communication. Please
do not hesitate to share with us your own needs. Know that our professional staff, lay leadership, and
volunteers are here for you at this moment and always. Please call me at the Temple Isaiah office
301.317.1101 or email me rabbiaxler@templeisaiah.org for any personal needs. As we continue to
celebrate the values that have animated us as a sacred community for 50 years, let us pull together
in the spirit of communal sacrifice, of mutual wellbeing, of interdependence, and strength that will
enable us to emerge from this period of challenge. 
L’Shalom U’L’Vriut Wishing you Health and Wholeness,

Rabbi Craig Axler
2019:4
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Interview with Rabbi

Mark Panoff

with Marion Miller

Marion Miller (MM): Before coming to Temple Isaiah, you had served at two large, established
congregations. What appealed to you about Temple Isaiah? Were your expectations about the
challenges and benefits of serving as the rabbi of Temple Isaiah realized?
Rabbi Mark Panoff (MP): My interview with the search committee delegates was
different from any other congregation interview. The TI representatives knew who they
were and what they wanted. They were able to describe the identity or ethos of the
temple, and the nature of the unique community of Columbia, Maryland. They spoke of
the importance of relationships, people, and the guiding principles of Temple Isaiah. I
was hooked and delighted to transition into a more people-oriented rabbinate.
(MM): Soon after assuming the position at TI, you worked toward establishing our
own religious school, the Temple Isaiah Religious School, rather than continuing to
participate in the Howard County Jewish Community School. Why did you feel it was
important for TI to establish its own school? How did you accomplish doing this?
(MP): The impetus for the TI Hebrew School initially came from our representatives to
the combined Board of the Community School. I was in the middle of a Ph.D. program.
I left my studies and threw myself into the campaign for a TI school. TI’s problem with
the community set-up was that we were limited by the constraints of a partnership
with an unaffiliated congregation. We were part of the Reform movement, yet we
were not allowed to use a decidedly Reform orientation, curriculum, or educational program. After
individual interactions, sessions in congregants’ homes, meetings with parents, open congregational
meetings, and Friday night sermons over the course of a year, the congregation voted and approved
the creation of a TI Hebrew school by 70 percent. We opened the doors to our new school and
welcomed 500 students!
(MM): When you came to TI, there was a small office staff and a small number of programs. Describe
the programs, positions, and activities you created and fostered while you served at TI. Of which
ones are you most proud and why?
(MP): The focus of the Temple had been on Bar Mitzvah and Confirmation, as was understandable
for a young congregation. But the congregation was changing demographically and growing.
We needed to establish more diverse programs to meet what was emerging as a generational
membership. To that end, I created the position of Program Director and recruited Ann Berman
Waldorf, a graduate of Brown and the MS program at Baltimore Hebrew University. This was the
first such position in the Reform Movement and later emulated by other Temples. We experienced
a creative spark of energy that produced many unique activities for all levels in the congregation.
We established a Scholar-in-Residence program, an expanded adult education program, family
activities in the Hebrew School, and more youth group programs.
(MM): You led frequent trips to Israel during your tenure at TI, the first one of which included a Bar
Mitzvah of one of our students. Describe the significance and importance these trips had to you and
to the members of the congregation.
(MP): Our Israel trips added a fuller dimension to our Jewish identities. These trips not only
introduced us to modern Israel, but also touched us deeply in a spiritual way. Our members carried
that enthusiasm back to Columbia, where they became more committed to Jewish life and more
involved in the Temple.
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(MM): What was your impression of working at The Meeting House? What did you see as
the benefits of this arrangement? At what point did you realize that you wanted to lead the
congregation in the direction of building its own, unique spiritual home?
(MP): In the early days, The Meeting House presented exciting possibilities and the opportunity
to literally rub shoulders with our non-Jewish counterparts. The Oakland Mills Interfaith
Center presented a beautiful idea — of religiously affiliated people forming a greater
community of understanding and acceptance. But after a decade, there was change in the
air, and all the congregations needed and wanted more room to host the greater variety of
programs they were sponsoring. TI had reached a membership of some 450 families and the
constraints of The Meeting House limited our potential. We needed and wanted to be more.
We sought to be independent in our own spiritual home and Jewish center of life.
(MM): What steps were necessary to take in order to make the vision of a free-standing
building into a reality? After all, “They said it couldn’t be done.” However, you did it! If you
had it to do over, what would you have changed or done differently, if anything?
(MP): The idea of our own Temple building started in a unique way. After a decade at the
Temple, I stood before the congregation one Rosh Hashanah and told the congregation I
had an idea! I laid out the rationale for my thinking and trusted in the good judgment of
the congregation to take things from there! Little did I know. Well at first, some accused me
of betrayal, others thought it was an intriguing idea, some confessed they always felt we
should have had our own building and on it went. It took over a decade for the congregation
to sort out its feelings, assess the concept, develop a budget, talk about fundraising, hire a
professional fundraiser, do the fundraising, plan the architecture, negotiate our exit from
The Meeting House, find a location, select a builder, form committees for numerous projects/
plans etc., etc. Members commended me for my vision and drive, but no major project like
building a synagogue could have been accomplished without dedicated lay leaders who
sacrificed over the years and gave their rabbi their heart and soul to realize a dream and
establish a legacy for the future. But more about the dedication of the members of the
Middle Years when I visit.
(MM): Explain your vision for creating the Temple Isaiah Preschool, later named the Rabbi
Mark and Morah Renee Panoff Preschool? Why is it important for a temple such as TI to
have its own preschool?
(MP): To state things plainly — successful synagogues offer something of value to their
members and prospective, interested families. A preschool is part of the program of an
established Temple institution. We had reached the stage in the Jewish community’s
development when our young families were looking for alternatives. There were those who
were attracted to a preschool affiliated with a Reform synagogue. Our facilities were state
of the art. Morah Renee was a dynamic director, Ivy League educated, an author, and
experienced educator. Her educational philosophy, early childhood education expertise,
inclusive approach, love of children, and infectious laughter were positive incentives to
those who enrolled their children.
(MM): Are there lessons learned from your 26 years at Temple Isaiah that you think are
particularly relevant to TI in 2020 and beyond?
(MP): These are decidedly new times. The Reform movement has evolved, the membership
is more generational, each generation bringing its own ideas and values. My own feeling is
that it is important for our synagogues to know what their core values are and to pursue a
course consistent with that identity.
(MM): You are now Rabbi Emeritus of Temple Isaiah and living in Boca Raton, Florida.
Describe your life during your well-deserved retirement.
(MP): What can I say, it’s Boca baby!! With all the stereotypes, the snowbirds, the snowflakes,
the life choices, the beach, and the fabulous weather. 

2019:4
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Three-Generation Families at Temple Isaiah

The Taubman/Lukin Family
by Amy B. Becker

Larry and Patsy Taubman first joined Temple Isaiah in 1988. Settling in Columbia
when Larry was working in Rockville and Patsy in Baltimore, the couple wanted a Reform
congregation similar to Baltimore Hebrew Congregation where they both grew up. They
enjoyed the warm, friendly environment at Temple Isaiah and the services, where friends
were already members. Their involvement with TI grew
over the years as Larry helped to find the congregation
its current home on Scaggsville Road. He continues to
remain involved with the TI2020 Building Expansion
committee, evaluating how we can expand the building
to meet the Temple’s growing need for space.
Both of the Taubman girls, Lauren (now Lauryn
Lukin) and Jaclyn (now Jackie Zorger) were raised at
Temple Isaiah. Rabbi Panoff performed both of their
Bat Mitzvah ceremonies and married Lauryn and Josh
(Lukin) back in 2005. Legend has it that Rabbi Panoff
told Lauryn he “had a son she should meet,” in the
speech at her Bat Mitzvah! Seemed that joke by Rabbi
Panoff never panned out!
Rabbi Panoff was also on hand to provide a Hebrew
name for Lysbeth Autumn Lukin, born in November 2011. Jaclyn married a different Josh in
2014, the fifth wedding Rabbi Axler officiated at Temple Isaiah. Emersyn Honor Lukin (aka
“Emmy”) was also born in 2014.
Fast forward to today and you can find Lysbeth in the 2nd Grade Kulanu program.
Younger sister Emmy is a kindergartner at Clarksville Elementary School and a proud Temple
Isaiah Preschool graduate. Her favorite things about preschool included the beloved Morah
Linda Blanford, painting pictures and doing art projects, playing with friends, and being in
a building that her “Pop Pop” built.
Both girls have made long-lasting friends and have learned a lot about Shabbat, Jewish
holidays, and lessons from the Torah (although there is some confusion about whether it
was Jonah or Noah’s ark that held all those animals).
Lauryn and Josh have found a sense of community at Temple Isaiah and have shared
holidays like Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, and Passover with friends. The entire extended
family has been spotted at events like Isaiah Fest and Sisterhood’s Bingo Night.
Lauryn, Josh, Lysbeth, and Emmy have been involved with the Young Families Volunteering
Committee and have felt very welcomed by the community since they returned to the area
in the summer of 2017.
As Lauryn and Josh note:
We hope to stay involved in TI groups, such as the family volunteer committee and
perhaps as the kids get older, more advanced projects and even Temple trips together.
(Josh still hasn’t been to Israel so he’s now waiting until the girls are old enough). We
also hope to continue sharing holidays with our friends, the girls’ friends, our family,
and more at the Temple and in each other’s homes. Along the way, we may try to
sway a few of the Redskins fans among the group to become Ravens fans...but we
have time.
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In the meantime, it’s the youngest family
members who have the most to say about Temple
Isaiah. Asked to describe TI in three words, Lysbeth
offered that it is “caring, playful, and fun.” Emmy
mentioned “friends and art projects” and of course
“Morah Linda and Robyn,” from TI’s preschool.
They are also of course enamored with Rabbi
Axler. Each girl offered a question they have been
wondering about and really want to ask the Rabbi.
Lysbeth asks, “how old are you?” While Emmy
wants to know, “How do you sing that good?”

Perhaps they will get their answers from Rabbi
Axler this year.
In the meantime, if you see the various members
of the three generations of the Taubman/Lukin
family around the Temple, introduce yourselves
and say hi. I might be a little bit biased as they
are our Kulanu buddy family and very close friends,
but Temple Isaiah is super lucky to have all three
generations as members of the congregation. 
L to R: Larry and Patsy Taubman, Lysbeth, Josh, Emmy, and
Lauryn Lukin, Jaclyn, Zoey, Jacob, and Josh Zorger.

The Goldscher Family
by Jeff Goldscher

I never wanted to join Temple Isaiah.
In fact, I never thought I’d even raise my family in Howard County. Like many teenagers,
when I left for college, I swore my life would be different than the one in which I grew up.
Not that there was anything wrong with how I grew up — I was one of three brothers who
grew up in a happy and healthy family, in a wonderful
home, close to many friends and relatives. My parents
gave us every opportunity — including sending me
to the college of my choice — and supported every
decision we made along the way — whether they
agreed or not. However, growing up in Columbia,
where everything was shiny, new and suburban, was
not the life I envisioned as an adult.
Flash forward 13 years later.
I’d returned to Howard County with my wife for all
the practical reasons that made sense. I had two small
children and wanted to send them to public schools. I
wanted to live in a house, in a safe community, where
they could ride bikes to their friends' houses as they
grew up. With a couple of toddlers, things like easy
parking and access to shopping and restaurants became more important than living next
to cool bars, sports arenas, or seeing rock bands on a weeknight. So, I compromised. But
when it was time to find a Temple — well, I was going to chart my own course.
My wife wasn’t born Jewish, but she’d been to a few services at Temple Isaiah and
planned on converting. We weren’t sure exactly what we wanted from a Temple at that
point, but we did know we wanted a sense of family and belonging, and a relationship
with our synagogue that we could relate to. We needed a preschool at the time, and knew
religious school would be just after that — so it needed to be close by and easy to get to. It
was important that the synagogue we joined had their own building and sense of presence
in the community. And that we could establish our own identity — separate from that of my
parents. Ironically enough, we found all of that … at Temple Isaiah.
Flash forward 15 years later.
Our children have celebrated their B’nai Mitzvah and now work as Madrichim. They
have strong relationships with other Jewish youths, attending both Jewish summer camps
and participating in national Jewish youth groups. They understand the importance of their
relationship with the Jewish community, and the broader community of which they are a
part. As a family, Kristin, Kate, Jack, and I each established our own personal relationship,
not just with the Temple, but with everyone who works there and is part of it. Not as the
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and I’m glad to see it in my children, who also grew
up at TI and in Howard County.
They say “People plan and God laughs” — that’s
certainly true in my case. I couldn’t have envisioned
that the path we ultimately chose would be the
same one I was determined to avoid. But I also
can’t imagine it having played out any other way.
We’re proud to be a third-generation TI family, and
wouldn’t be surprised if one day it becomes four
— especially since my children don’t seem to have
the same objection to raising their families here
that I once did. They are already smarter than their
father. 

children and grandchildren of Ann & Jay, but as
ourselves. And perhaps the best thing about all of
it was that my parents were able to watch it all —
not as guests from afar, but as members of the
same community.
Being part of a third-generation TI family isn’t
all sunshine and roses. Just like any family, it comes
with obligation and responsibility. It means going to
temple many nights when we just would have rather
stayed home. There is the member commitment
we pay every year to support the organization,
and the building fund we contribute to, to help pay
for our home. I learned how important all of these
things are growing up at TI and in Howard County,

L to R: Jay, Kristin, Jack, Kate, Jeff, and Ann Goldscher.

The Kramer/Hamet/Hernandez Family
by Denny Rapport

The Torah could not be clearer. We say these words at each service during the v’ahavta
prayer. “Take to heart these instructions with which I charge you this day. Impress them
upon your children.” Can there be a better way to impress the importance of Judaism on
your children than active involvement in the Jewish
community?
Because Columbia is slightly older than 50 years
and Temple Isaiah is just celebrating its 50th year, the
number of multigenerational families in the Temple
is necessarily small. Still, we are fortunate to have a
number of such families who are models of community
involvement, each generation being role models for
succeeding ones.
Two such families are the Kramer/Hamet/
Hernandez family and the Rand/Glenn family.
Sheldon and Elaine Kramer moved to Columbia in
1972 with their two young daughters (Amy and Missi).
After looking at local synagogues, the Kramers found
Temple Isaiah to be warm and inviting. In 1973, Sheldon
and Elaine joined TI and have been members ever
since. Over the years they developed lifelong friendships and became involved. Both Elaine
and Sheldon served on the TI board of trustees. Amy and Missi celebrated becoming b'not
mitzvah at TI and were confirmed with Rabbi Fuchs. In 1984, the Kramer family traveled to
Israel with Rabbi Fuchs on the first temple trip to Israel. The temple community was there
for them when needed, whether it was the death of a parent, dealing with a health issue, or
celebrating a joyous occasion.
After college and marriage, Amy and Missi moved back to Howard County to raise their
families. Their parents’ commitment to the synagogue carried on to their generation. Amy
and her husband, Efren, joined TI in 1997. Their sons, Matt and Josh, attended TI religious
school, became b'nai mitzvah at TI, and Matt was confirmed in 2018. Missi and her husband
Jeff were members of a conservative congregation from 1998–2014. Their kids, Elana and
Jacob, attended a Jewish preschool, religious school, and became b’nai mitzvah at the
conservative synagogue. In 2015, the Hamet family was ready for a change so they joined
TI to be with the entire family.
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Both Amy and Missi are committed to the local Jewish community. Missi served on the
board of the Bet Yeladim preschool. Amy is a very active volunteer of TI. She has served
on the TI Sisterhood board, the Rabbi search committee, and four years on the TI Board of
Trustees. Currently, she is chairing a subcommittee for the TI 50th Anniversary celebration.
Their parents inspired them to get involved and make the community the best place it can
be.
Elaine and Sheldon believe that Jewish learning and temple involvement is lifelong, which
is why they continue to stay committed to TI. This three-generation family is blessed to be
together at Temple Isaiah. Last December, they were excited to take their entire family on
the TI trip to Israel with Rabbi Axler — 35 years after their first TI Israel trip.

The Rand/Glenn Families

Anne and Michael Rand moved to Columbia in 1973. When they had their first child,
they looked for a congregation that was warm and had an orientation that appreciated
and nourished children. As a coincidence, Ann and Rabbi Steve Fuchs grew up in the same
synagogue in East Orange, NJ.
Anne and Michael have two children, Dara and
Jory. Dara lives in Laurel with her husband Dave and
their three children Eli, Caleb, and Isaiah (or Zai as he
likes to be called). Jory lives in Los Angeles.
The sense of community, as well as the approach
to religious services, was attractive to the young
family. Anne remembers that her family involvement
in small things, like setting up for children’s services,
fostered strong relationships with people she would
not normally have met. Participation in temple events
was meaningful to Anne and Michael. Anne served on
the Board of Trustees as a vice president and Michael
was on the board of the Jewish Community School.
Like her parents, Dara has served on the Temple’s
Board of Trustees and several committees, including
the committee that reimagined our religious school program, Kulanu. It is interesting to
hear Eli talk about how important events at the Temple are to him, like Isaiah Fest. Caleb
talks about the activity his Kulanu class did with the Sacred Grounds Committee, exploring
the grounds of our Temple and noticing the rain gardens and other features installed to
protect our environment. Caleb finds an outlet for his interest in nature and in technology
used in programs like that.
The sense of community resonates with Dave as well. Although Dave himself is not
Jewish (Dara refers to him as Jewish-ish), he finds the Temple to be a friendly place, where
he has always felt welcome. Dave points out that for the Temple to be a meaningful place,
it is important to lead by example and model the behavior you want preserved. The Glenns
enrolled their children in the Temple Isaiah preschool and friends they made there are a
network of their Jewish friends, with whom they still celebrate holidays.
The families talk about the meaning of life cycle events, especially b’nai mitzvah. Dara
and Jory celebrated their b’nai mitzvah at Temple Isaiah, as has Eli. Eli talks about the
importance to him of the small group meetings with Rabbi Axler before his bar mitzvah.
Caleb may have expressed the importance of being involved in the Temple the best. “I’m
happy they were at Temple Isaiah, because if they hadn’t found Temple Isaiah, I wouldn’t be
friends with most of the friends that I have now.” 
Opposite page: Elana Hamet, Sheldon Kramer, Josh Hernandez, Elaine Kramer, Matt Hernandez, Jacob Hamet.
This page: Caleb, Eli, and Dara Glenn, Michael and Anne Rand. Back: Isaiah and Dave Glenn.
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Life Cycles

by Rabbi Craig Axler

I feel so exceptionally fortunate! Among the privileges of being a
rabbi is the invitation to walk into many of the most sensitive, joyous
(or painful) moments of peoples’ lives and help to shape those moments
with Jewish ritual. For the last 20 years on a regular basis, it has been
my great privilege to accompany the folks I serve in the communities
I’ve led through life-cycle rituals that have been meaningful, varied, and
whose impact I still feel, years removed from the particular moment. Just
as a picture is worth a thousand words (at least), the memories of these
celebrations and commemorations are sacred to me. I want to share a
few thoughts about life-cycle rituals and Temple Isaiah, particularly as we
are in the midst of celebrating our 50th Anniversary as a congregation
and recalling the many times members and their families have found
themselves marking occasions within our walls.
Part of the very purpose behind the institution of the synagogue is
to establish a place where the moments of life can be marked and given
meaning. When I was ordained as a rabbi, I purchased a large blue clothbound journal of lined paper. Since then, I have paused to record the
names and details of baby namings, conversions to Judaism, weddings,
and funerals. It was only after I arrived at Temple Isaiah that I decided
to include b’nai mitzvah as a life-cycle moment — and at that point
decided that I would invite all b’nai mitzvah students to print and sign
their name in my book as a final ritual before heading to the bimah to
lead the service. A recent bar mitzvah student, having signed his name,
remarked to me, “This is like your Book of Life.” Admittedly, it was shortly
after the High Holy Days, and the image was fresh in his mind. But, what
a beautiful metaphor and description! And, yes, as I peruse the entries
from cradle to grave, it does read like a Book of Life.
I recall one Sunday when I taught religious school and met with a
bar mitzvah student; then quickly drove to the cemetery to preside at
the unveiling of a headstone; spoke with a prospective Jew about their
upcoming trip to the mikveh for conversion, while driving to the wedding
ceremony where I would finish out my day-of-all-the-lifecycles. I don’t
look forward to another day with that kind of schedule (and they are
thankfully rare), but in conversation with other rabbis, nearly all of us
have had a day like that! The most important thing to keep in mind when
having a day like that? Make sure you get all of the names correct and
don’t start transposing from one life-cycle to the other!
At the outset of life, within our congregation (and often in our
members’ homes), ceremonies for welcoming a child vary from Brit Milah
(The Covenant of Circumcision) to Naming Ceremonies. There are rituals
associated with welcoming a first child (Pidyon HaBen, or in its modern
version, Kedushat Peter Rechem) as well as variations on all of these
themes. In our practice at Temple Isaiah, baby-naming ceremonies are
equally held during the worship services of the congregation (typically on
Shabbat), or as a free-standing ritual, often accompanied by a communal
meal of celebration. The common thread to all of these is the joy of new
life in a family.
I have long maintained that celebrating bar/bat mitzvah is not just
a life-cycle moment for the young person becoming a ritual-adult in
the Jewish community, but also marks a time of transition often for the
parents of the bar/bat mitzvah. Typically, it is the time when they are first
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responsible for an extended-family event where the
responsibility for most of the choices and decisions
are in their hands. The months of preparation and
decisions on the correct way for a particular family
to celebrate this milestone yield immeasurable
“nachas” (Yiddish for the pleasure
felt by someone, say — a parent, at
the accomplishments of another,
say — their kid).
Working with wedding couples
in crafting the ceremony that most
fits their story is one of the true joys
of being a rabbi. Every couple comes
with their own unique journey, and
the rituals of the Jewish wedding
ceremony form a framework with which that love
can be celebrated. In my own practice, that includes
the unique opportunity to assist couples where
only one of the partners was born into the Jewish
faith to celebrate an authentically Jewish wedding
ceremony, while honoring and welcoming the nonJewish side of a now-unified family. I see that as one
of my own sacred responsibilities, and as one that
builds towards the Jewish future as couples make
Jewish choices together, supported by a welcoming
community and clergy. Additionally, the last decade
has joyfully seen the proliferation (and ultimately
Federal legal status recognized) of weddings of
same-sex couples. The Reform movement has long
stressed the element of sanctity of love across the
spectrum of gender identity, and I feel fortunate to
be a rabbi who embraces the truism, love is love!
From the time in 1978 when Rabbi Alexander
Schindler z”l, the long-time president of the
Union of American Hebrew Congregations (the
Reform movement) first proclaimed “We must
remove the ‘not wanted’ signs from our hearts,”
Reform Judaism has been at the forefront of an
Outreach Revolution. Consequently, countless
“Jews By Choice” have embraced our faith. The
establishment of Intro to Judaism classes, the
sensitizing of our communities for their language
of inclusion and welcome, and the turning of the
tide of popular opinion that Judaism is indeed now
a faith that welcomes new members has reshaped
American Judaism. The efforts of the Reform
movement have impacted (for the better) the work
of other denominations as well. Every time I am
fortunate to bring a new Jew to the mikveh (the
ritual bath), to hear them describe their journey
to that path in front of a Beit Din (court of three
Jewish leaders), I know that these efforts and that
moment is fully about strengthening Judaism into
the future.
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And, finally, I believe that Judaism has
tremendous wisdom regarding the most difficult
moments of our lives, those of illness, and
ultimately the experience of death. We recently
hosted a community event on the role of hospice
care and end-of-life decisions here
at Temple Isaiah. We are getting a
little better at bringing the human
element back to the experience of
death, of preparing for difficult final
conversations and enabling a sense
of control and agency for individuals
and their families as they face their
mortality. The Jewish rituals of
funeral and shiva can seem very
different from the customs of many
of our American neighbors. Attempting to hold a
funeral service as quickly as possible, as well as
the practice of observing shiva as a time to allow
others to take care of the needs of the bereaved
family, to feed and comfort them — all of these
serve the purpose of confronting the finality of life
and the inevitability of mourning and loss head on.
The experience of loss differs greatly depending on
the nature of loss — sudden and unexpected; those
following long suffering and struggle; the loss of
the elderly versus the unnatural loss of the young
— but the context provided by funeral and shiva
practices offer helpful guidelines for this difficult
time.
One closing thought about the experience of
Jewish life-cycle rituals. Among the realities of what
have been called “liminal moments” (in that, one
crosses over a threshold, through a doorway from
one existence to the next) is that these experiences
call for and often inspire creative responses to the
need for a frame of reference, a container for the
human experience. As a result, Jewish communities
throughout time — and especially since the advent
of Reform Judaism, which has given rise to so many
movements and to vibrant and current Jewish
religious expression — have never been afraid
to improvise and create new rituals. Typically,
the experience is that someone is experiencing a
moment for which there is no existing ritual, and
so we get creative and draw on the wells of our
past experiences while exercising our creative
spirit to establish a new ritual. You can see many
examples of this on the website www.ritualwell.org
and others.
I look forward to joining with you and with our
community in marking the moments of our personal,
familial, and communal life cycles together in
holiness. Thank you for allowing me in! 
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Engaging Across the

by Rachel Petroff Kessler

Generations

Three years ago, Temple Isaiah hosted the Grandparents Circle, a program of the now
defunct Big Tent Judaism. Over the course of five sessions, participants came together
to talk about meaningful memories from their own childhood, and their desire to share
Jewish memories with their grandchildren. Though some faced challenges, like distance and
different choices being made about religion, all were united with the same desire to build a
meaningful relationship with their grandchild(ren) and to transmit their core values.
These grandparents were not alone in seeking
to engage meaningfully with their grandchildren and
share the values and traditions they hold dear. In
2018, the Jewish Grandparents Network1 undertook
the first ever national study of Jewish Grandparents,
reaching nearly 8,000 Jewish grandparents across the
United States. Unsurprisingly, 94% of those surveyed
reported that grandparenting was a positive and
joyful experience, if not without challenges. Nearly half
of respondents have a child married to a non-Jewish
partner, and while many are separated from their
grandchildren by significant distance, nearly half live
within an hour of their grandchildren.
Thirty-six percent of respondents are actively
committed to modelling Jewish engagement and to
transmitting Jewish traditions and values to their
grandchildren2. If this is something that is important to you, there are lots of strategies that
can help you do this while also deepening your relationship with your grandchildren.
One of the best places to make holiday memories is in the kitchen! Pick a cherished family
recipe to make together or choose a new one to try out — perhaps in another generation it
will be a family classic! While everyone’s hands are busy cooking, it’s a great time to share
your own childhood memories.
Sharing stories from your own life are not only a wonderful way to bond with your
grandchildren, they can also convey the values that you hold most dear. Telling family
stories about overcoming challenges teaches children how “we” respond in the face of
adversity and can help develop their own resilience. Similarly, stories that highlight the
values of caring, courage, faith, etc., help children internalize and live out the values that
matter most to you.
Storytelling can happen informally, but if you’d prefer a bit of structure, that are lots of
resources available to you. The Story Corps App gives you an easy mechanism to record
your stories (and as a bonus, they are uploaded to the Library of Congress for posterity),
as well as interview tips and starter questions3. Not sure what to talk about? The Legacy
Project offers a robust list of topic ideas and questions to guide you4. Are you a crafty
family? Inviting everyone to make a page in a family scrapbook can be a wonderful way to
create a tangible reminder of your family stories.
Are your grandchildren far away? Be sure to take advantage of technology — video
chats are a great way to bridge the distance. If your grandchildren are young, consider
having some picture books on hand to read during the call. 
1

https://jewishgrandparentsnetwork.org/

2

You can read more about the survey results here: https://jewishgrandparentsnetwork.org/the-national-study/

3

https://storycorps.org/participate/storycorps-app/

4

https://legacyproject.org/grandparentsdaykit/part2/questionsrorinterviewing1.pdf
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Getting the Grandparents
Involved in Kulanu

Beyond Your
Own Family

by Rabbi Daniel Plotkin

One of the three pillars of the vision for Temple Isaiah’s
Kulanu program is that of family, as we seek ways to
engage the entire family of our students in the process
of Jewish Education. Our family education sessions for
each of our Bonim and Olim grades is the most direct
way in which we do that. In addition, the newly formed
Kulanu Parents Association (KPA) will be creating ways
for parents to be more involved and engaged in the
program. Parents (and any interested TI members) are
also welcome to be a part of the Kulanu Committee,
which oversees the curriculum, structure, and finances of
Kulanu.
A key component of engaging families in a child’s
Jewish education is including the grandparents as a part
of it. Often at family education, a grandparent comes to
be a part of this program, and that is always appreciated.
Even when parents are available, grandparents often
add a different perspective or idea to the discussion or
activity, that is enriching for all.
There are other ways to involve them as well. They
often have experiences or knowledge that is relevant to
what the classes are learning, and when we are aware
of that, we can invite them to be a part of the class.
Grandparents are also welcome to visit at any time
during the Kulanu day to see what their grandchildren
are learning. Furthermore, Grandparents are welcome to
be a part of or attend events of the KPA.
There are also many opportunities outside of formal
class time for grandparent involvement. Whenever we
have a grade Shabbat dinner, they are welcome to join us.
As those dinners are often accompanied by the students
leading a prayer or two on the bimah, it is a great time for
grandparents to see Jewish traditions being passed on to
the next generation. Of course, grandparents are always
encouraged to bring their grandchildren to Shabbat
services, whether they are Temple Isaiah members or not.
Often, there is extra meaning when grandchildren join
grandparents for a service in which a departed loved one
is remembered.
Grandparents can play a key role in the Jewish identity
and development of our students. It is often the warm
memories of at-home Jewish celebrations, time spent with
a grandparent at the synagogue, and other opportunities
to “do Jewish” with a grandparent, that remain with our
students long after their formal education is done, and
they are making decisions about what being Jewish as an
adult means for them. 
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Building relationships across the
generations doesn’t have to be limited
to the people in your own family! Our
synagogue community is stronger when
people of different generations know one
another and can share their stories and
perspectives with each other. The Temple
Isaiah Preschool welcomes in “bubbies”
and “zaydes” (some prefer Hebrew over
Yiddish, going by saba or savta), who are
assigned to a class and visit once a week
or a couple of times a month. They read
stories and play games with some of the
youngest members of the community. Our
preschoolers are always so excited when
they see their class bubbie out and about
in the synagogue, and class bubbies
and zaydes tell me how invigorating it
is to spend time playing, laughing, and
chatting with our preschoolers.
Kulanu also offers opportunities
for older congregants to share their
knowledge and experiences with our
students. For the second year, members
of our Sacred Grounds committee joined
our fourth-grade students for a unit on
Environmental Stewardship, as students
explore our obligation to take care of the
earth. Committee members led students
on a tour of the synagogue, showing ways
that Temple Isaiah has taken steps to be
a good steward of the earth. When our
students see adults giving their leisuretime over to the congregation, it can be
incredibly impactful. 
—RPK

A Day in the Life of a Kulanu

Student

by Hannah Berkowitz

As we walk into the Synagogue at a few minutes to 9am, Danny, Dad,
and I wave to Rabbi Plotkin, who is cheerfully greeting people while being
drenched. Some nice man opens the door for us and lets us in. As we
thank him, I catch a glimpse of Rabbi Axler and Joanne chatting over
some steaming-hot coffee. Seeing it warms me up and I momentarily
forget about the humid, rainy Sunday.
I wonder if we will do Hitamlut (exercises) or Shimon Omer (Simon
Says) in Morah Ellen’s Hebrew class today. Soon, Dad tells Danny to have
a good time and Morah Dara takes it from there. We walk a little further
and arrive at my first classroom as Dad says Mom’ll pick me up at 1pm.
I walk into the room and see that five people are already here. They’re
playing Shimon Omer.
Morah Ellen says, “Welcome, Channah…Daled!” (She calls us by our
Hebrew names.) We remind her that I’m Channah Bet and Channah Daled
is already here. (It happens all the time.) I join everyone in Shimon Omer
until she says, “Yeladim, Sh’vu.” (Children, sit down.)
We begin our day by reading the date and plan for the day. Morah Ellen asks if we know what
Jewish holiday is coming up. When we unanimously say Yom Ha’atzma’ut, she asks if anyone knows
what that is. A’haron raises his hand and she calls on him and he asks/jokes, “Cinco de Mayo?”
Everyone cracks up and I stifle a giggle. She lets me say it: Israeli Independence Day.
For the rest of the hour, we work on some prayers that we like to review. We read in table groups,
as a class, or by ourselves. Binyamin and Ya’akov enter with posters and other office supplies. It
goes by pretty fast and soon it’s time for the mitzvah dish. The mitzvah dish is a big bucket filled
with lollipops and Hershey kisses. We say some mitzvah we did over the
week and we get one.
Next, we thank Morah Ellen and walk to the sanctuary for
Limmud. I try to remember what Morah Ellen said today about
what we were discussing three weeks ago. It was something
about immigration and Ellis Island. Like I predicted, we did some
discussion on that and some on a Fiddler on the Roof video clip
that we’d seen a few weeks ago. After that, we broke apart
into our groups and did some more discussing. Morah Norah
asks us some questions and we do our best to answer.
Soon it’s time for Hafsakah/30-minute-break. I pay $2.50
for a slice of pizza and go to get it. My friend shares her extra
fruit cup with me. I like this time very much because I get to
hang out with my friends and chat. I head to Morah Sussman’s
classroom, eat my pizza there, and wait for Chavurah class to start.
When class starts, Morah Sussman tells us we’ll be making
crafts for Mother’s Day. She explains our supplies: paint markers,
multi-sized flower pots, two different kinds of hamsas, sparkly
rhinestones/sequins/stickers, different kinds of designed tapes, and
small picture frames. I choose a picture frame and get to work.
I chat with some of my friends sitting next to me for the whole time.
I am good at multitasking so I manage to be almost done when Chavurah
ends and Tefilah (Prayers) begins. I don’t switch for that class,
so I keep working and talking. Morah Sussman comes
around with gelt for us. When Sunday School is at last
over at 1pm, I thank Morah Sussman and set out to Ari’s
classroom to find him and Mom. 
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Reflections on the 50th Anniversary Trip to

ISRAEL

by Alex Hoffman
Our trip to Israel was such a magnificent
experience. In ten days, we saw the diversity of this
beautiful country, from the “tech corridor” of Tel
Aviv to the holiest ancient sites of Jerusalem. We
learned so much about Israel’s history from both
our wonderful guide Yoram and from Rabbi Axler.
We walked through crowded markets and the quiet
Yemin Moshe neighborhood. We hiked up the Snake
Path to see the incredible view from Masada, and
spent time at the “lowest point on earth” in the
Dead Sea. We also had the opportunity to attend
Shabbat services at a local Reform congregation
near Jerusalem, and enjoy a lovely dinner with a host
family. For us, the highlight was undoubtedly Ben’s
Bar Mitzvah at Robinson’s Arch near the Western
Wall, where we were able to celebrate together with
Rabbi Axler and our fellow travelers. Although the
ceremony was a bit less conventional (t-shirts and
jeans instead of suits and ties!), it was every bit as
meaningful and spiritual as being on the bimah
at TI. Surrounded by the holiest sites of Jerusalem
on a gorgeous sunny morning, it was an incredible
moment that we will forever remember. 
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Meet

with Hanni Werner

Susan Stuart

TI Member and the Federation’s Annual
Campaign Director

Hanni Werner: What is your history at Temple Isaiah?
Susan Stuart: I joined Temple Isaiah in September
2005 right after my daughter, Kylie, was born, and
she had her baby naming here with Rabbi Panoff.
When she was one, we started in a Mommy and
Me class in the preschool, where we met several
other families who became, and still are, our closest
friends. Kylie continued in the preschool until she
started kindergarten. At the same time, because of
my background in fundraising, I was asked to serve
as the fundraising chair for the preschool committee,
running things like the Miss Chocolate Passover
candy fundraiser and the Scholastic Book Fair at the Hanukkah Bazaar. I also served on the board
of the Jewish Federation as the preschool representative. When Kylie started religious school, I went
on to serve on the religious school committee and took over chairing the Hanukkah Bazaar, which
I ran for five years.
I’ve also been involved with several committees throughout my years at TI. I did fundraising for
the sisterhood for a year back when it was Kol Nashim. I worked on the Women’s Seder a few years
and helped start the Mechadeish group. I am currently chairing the Celebration of Past and Present
Leaders for the 50th Anniversary on June 5.
HW: What is your role at Federation?
SS: As Annual Campaign Director, I oversee all the fundraising at Federation. I help ensure that
we meet our goals to fund programs and services that bring the best of Jewish life to our Jewish
community in the county — those affiliated with synagogues, those new to town, those raising
Jewish children, retirees, isolated seniors, and everybody in between.
HW: How does the campaign impact the Howard County community?
SS: The Annual Campaign allows us to serve the Howard County Jewish community — working from
one collective place to help the most vulnerable in our community and bring programs and services
that enrich everyone’s Jewish life. The Federation spans across congregations and is open to all
regardless of whether they are affiliated or not. There is no other organization in our community
that does this. Without the Annual Campaign, the Federation wouldn’t exist. Without the Federation,
we wouldn’t have community events like Purim Palooza or the Great Challah Bake. We wouldn’t
have emergency support for low income families or a mechanism for speaking as one voice within
our community when needs arise, like lobbying the school board to keep Jewish Holidays on the
calendar.
Most of us don’t like to think about it, but bad things happen in the world. Bad things happen
to everyday people like you or me. The Federation is there to provide support for those who need it,
and donations to the Annual Campaign allow us to be flexible as to where we direct funds.
HW: As you have been active in Howard County Jewish life for almost 15 years, what do you feel is
most unique about our community and what are your hopes for its future?
SS: We are situated between two major metropolitan areas, but we are a community with our own
identity. Most people want to seek Jewish experiences and resources right here in Howard County.
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I hope for a more bonded Jewish community in Howard County that comes together
as one community to help our children and future generations understand the importance
of a strong Jewish identity.
HW: What do you think is the biggest challenge faced by Howard County’s Jewish
community?
SS: There is so much going on in the county and there are so many organizations that fulfill
the needs of the general community, it is often a challenge to make Jewish communal life
a priority. I fear if we neglect this aspect of our lives, we face losing our Jewish identity.
It’s a huge challenge to figure out what will motivate people to understand why we need
to keep the community connected and strong.
HW: What are some of the advantages and disadvantages of working in a small agency?
SS: Many people don’t realize that although the Jewish Federation network, which
represents more than 150 Federations across North America, is large, the local Jewish
Federation in Howard County is actually quite small. Having previously worked for the
American Cancer Society, a huge organization, I have found the Jewish Federation to be a
very big change. The advantages are less bureaucracy, having staff members who really
know the community, flexibility, and accessibility of staff to the community. At the same
time, there is so much we want to accomplish, and with a limited budget and staff, we
cannot achieve everything we would like. There are so many potential initiatives that we
could be undertaking with our power of a united community, but we simply do not have
the funds.
HW: Do you ever feel torn between your allegiance to TI and your allegiance to the
Federation?
SS: Not at all! My work at Federation does not affect my allegiance to TI. In fact, playing
an active role at Federation has allowed me to appreciate how important it is for the
different Jewish organizations in the community to work together. Plus, Rabbi Axler and
Rabbi Plotkin are extremely supportive of the Federation, a circumstance which makes
our partnerships that much stronger.
HW: Now that Temple Isaiah is celebrating its 50th anniversary, what do you envision for
TI five to ten years down the road?
SS: I hope it continues to grow and thrive! Five to ten years down the road, I envision a
building expansion, Rabbi Axler still at the helm, and even more going on than during this
crazy 50th Anniversary year!
HW: What do you envision for the Federation five to ten years down the road?
SS: A larger Annual Campaign, more money raised, more families involved, and more
programs and services offered. Specifically, I hope that more people come to understand
the importance of Federation and get involved so that we can do more for the community.
HW: If the financial resources were available, what initiatives would you like to see the
Federation take on?
SS: I would love to see scholarship programs for summer camp and trips to Israel. I would
like to be able to provide more financial resources to Jewish families and vulnerable seniors.
I would also like for the Federation to have more resources to reach the unaffiliated and
those who may be silently in need.
HW: What is something most don’t know about you?
SS: I love to zipline — really long, high ziplines — through the jungle, into water, and over
canyons. 
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TI2020 Task Force Updates
Building Expansion

In our last update, we reported that we sent
a set of issues that impact our programming to
the architecture firm of Shinberg-Levinas. The
architects developed a concept that we think
is a cost-effective approach to most, if not all,
of the issues we identified. This concept was
reviewed by our committee, clergy, and staff.
Based on these reviews, we have provided
comments back to the architects, who made
updates. The Board has approved the concept
and authorized the next step. It’s still premature
to show the concept in detail, but for now, we
can list some of the areas addressed by it.
These issues include:
Â Multifunctional space: large social hall with
ability to subdivide, thereby limiting the
times we use the sanctuary;
Â New space that would function as a
worship chapel, including an ark/bimah for
smaller services, any time there might be
two services occurring at the same time, or
when a more intimate space is appropriate;
Â Expanded High Holidays sanctuary seating
(assuming we will always do two services;

Â Traffic pattern directly from current kitchen
location to lobby/new space (when used as
social hall) WITHOUT entering sanctuary;
Â New or supplemental storage area for
tables/chairs with convenient access to the
social hall/sanctuary;
Â Coffee bar/lounge area for parents to
gather while students are in class;
Â Remodeling of the library/conference room.
Â Conversion of the bride's room to a restroom
with a shower, that is gender-neutral and
handicapped-accessible.
We are at a wonderful place 50 years from
our founding. Our membership is at an alltime high, our religious school has near record
enrollment, and our programs are growing,
both in number and quality. It’s exciting to
think about what new offerings we could
provide with a modest improvement to our
facilities. If you have thoughts about updates
to our physical spaces, please contact Denny
Rapport (idr9301@gmail.com), Susan Dreifuss
(jsdreifuss@gmail.com), or Larry Eldridge
(laizae@yahoo.com). 

Denny Rapport

Adult Education

		 The Adult Ed. task force presented its proposal to the TI Board during their meeting in
December. The proposal enumerated the task force’s findings from the Temple-wide survey and
discussions amongst the members and made two recommendations.
Amongst the findings were numerous topics of educational interest, with the four highest votegetters being Jewish History, Jewish Thought, Traditional Jewish Texts, and Women in Judaism; the
largest percentage of congregants responding to the survey were 61 years old and over; a majority
of respondents preferring single session programs.
Our first recommendation was to establish a standing Adult Ed committee to support staff in
creating, initiating, and evaluating educational opportunities. The second was to ask the Board to
conceptually agree to support funding for educational opportunities as needed. The Board accepted
both recommendations. 
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Who’s Who

@Temple Isaiah

New Members!
Seth & Edie Boyar
Matthew Brooke & Mindy Ehrenfried
Josh & Genna Bross
Dan & Erica Edlow
Jonathan & Risa Kipnis
Glenn & Rachel Miller
Jeremy & Emily Rachlin
Randall & Jodye Russell
Aaron & Jessica Silver
Andrew & Susie Zohlman
Janet Weinthal

Name: Lori Levitas
Family: My husband, two sons and a
daughter-in-law, three grand dogs, and
two grand cats.
Hometown: Randallstown, MD
Something You Might Not Know About
Me: I’m pretty much an open book.
My favorite things to do are take my
CrossFit/bootcamp classes at least
five to six times a week, travel with my
husband, and be with my family and
friends.
Position at Temple Isaiah: Rabbi’s
Assistant and B’nai Mitzvah Coordinator.
Worked Here Since: June 23, 2015
People Can Come to Me If They Need:
Pretty much anything. If I don’t know the
answer or can’t do what they are asking,
I will find someone who does or can.

In the Next Issue...
e
e
e
e
e
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Why I love being at TI: I love being at
Temple Isaiah because as an employee
I am treated with respect and like a
part of this work family. We are all
there for each other. I love the family
atmosphere and the relationships I have
built with the Congregational Family as
well.

Family Roots
Genealogical Research
Signs and Symbols
Growing up Interfaith
A Common Dish
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Temple Isaiah Board of
Trustees 2019–20
Marshall Kohen
President
Gary Perolman
Executive VP
Josh Putterman
Financial VP
Doris Geisler
Membership VP
Lisa Welch
Religious VP

Wanted: talented writers!

Alex Hoffman
Treasurer
Joan Isman
Secretary
Lori Rudolph
TIPPS Representative
Stephanie Youngworth
Kulanu Representative
Mitch Markowitz
Men’s Club
Beth Reiser
Sisterhood
Robyn Gold
Trustee
Eric McCormick
Trustee
Donna Kasoff
Past President

If you have a way with words and a knack for telling great
stories, The Prophet Magazine could use your skills.
We’re looking for “reporters” to:
Ā
Ā
Ā
Ā

interview long-time members about their lives and Temple
Isaiah’s history
write great stories about ways that members connect with
each other
profile TI staff and board members
write stories about Jewish practice
and some of the ways to get
involved and care for the world

Interested? Email
Raya@templeisaiah.org
with your story ideas and
she’ll put you to work!

